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CUSTOM FABRICATION • PRECISION WELDING AND MACHINING

 Eric Anderson Joins ThanderFab Team

ThunderFab, a precision machine and fabrication shop located in Birmingham, Alabama, 
specializes in the development and manufacture of industrial machine components. 
The talented team at ThunderFab provides services to noncommercial individuals for 
custom projects, and is equipped to handle projects of any size.

Part of that talented team is Eric Anderson, who is currently ThunderFab’s Machinist 
and Shop Supervisor. He is qualified by over 14 years of machining experience. He 
initially learned the trade in Michigan. He’s a 34-year-old professional whose main 
goal in managing is to delight clients with 100% product quality and timely deliveries. 
One of Eric’s most important responsibilities is programming the GibbsCAM software, 
which offers the capabilities to program and machine highly complex parts. This means 
ThunderFab can offer the highest quality at very competitive rates.

According to Eric, “The goal of ThunderFab, from the very beginning, was to produce 
quality products. I believe that the quality of our products has improved leaps and 
bounds, even since I started just 7 months ago,”

Eric joined the ThunderFab family in July 2007. Before Eric 
came to Birmingham, he was in Atlanta, GA where he mostly 
worked with plastic injection molding, a specialized field. 

“What sets ThunderFab apart from other machine shops is 
that we have a fabrication department where we can weld 
and waterjet. Not all machine shops have weld, waterjet, 
lathe and mills. It makes us diverse,” Eric said. 
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Whether you need a specialized, engineered solution or wish to compliment your turn 
key service, ThunderFab can take your job and do it more precisely and in less time 
with top of the line equipment. To discuss your project, or to submit your RFQ, please 
contact Michael Zarichnak at (205) 873-3838 or (205) 620-0820.

From custom design services to precision made products,  
ThunderFab is equipped for large and small jobs alike.
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“We are proud to be producing quality, precise parts here in 
the USA. Thanks for your continued support!” 

Equipment:  
• Mazak Vertical CNC Mill   
• IKGAI CNC Turning Center   
• CNC WaterJet Dynapath Control   
• Monarch Lathe   
• Bridgeport Milling Machine   
• Hydraulic Saw   
• Radial Drill Press   
• Haas SL20L CNC Lathe  
 with GibbsCAM

services:  
• CNC Vertical Machining,  
 Turning, and WaterJet Cutting   
• Manual Machining   
• MIG and TIG Welding   
• Brazing   
• Engraving   
• AutoCAD Design

don’t forget Thunderfab’s other capabilities!
With specialized equipment and a talented crew, 

ThunderFab offers a wide range of services.

RFQ’s


